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5cm is a brand of Hongkong small under I.T. Neutral clothing 5cm products with simple, casual. 5cm is a Japanese style. 5cm basic
tailoring such as tone and various processing effect T-shirt, shirt, jacket, coat with a find everything fresh and new, the simple
combination can also highlight the personal taste. 5cm hue most are cool colors: black, white, grey, olive green. Materials are mainly
cotton, so the clothes very comfortable in the body, feeling more like T-shirts, clothes washing water.

5cm quarterly design concept to set up a new banner, whether men and women can find their own love products. 5cm series of the
Unisex style, the concept creation theme of prayer for peace, modern city and Sao music.

5cm Japanese celebrity is Teppei Koike. Hongkong spokesman Sam Lee.

The first 5cm store opened in 04 years, now 5cm shop has increased, all over Beijing, Shanghai and Hangzhou major shopping.

�� 5cm brand archives

Chinese Name: 5cm

English Name: 5cm

Area: Hongkong

Create age: 1998

Owner: I.T

Style: neutral wind

Product series: Women Men handbags shoes leather scarves and neckties jewelry glasses sports series
Australian street artist Sekure D can be described as a comic book fan, and in many comics, he Watchman (Rye) This work is a soft
spot on its super-loyal Fans. In Sekure D works he did not dare to "Catcher" as an inspiration, but he finally has to convince myself to
"Catcher" for the creation of a theme, it launched a product called "Dr Manhattan" of the air jordan 4 . Sekure D follow their usual
style, focus on work and full of rich colors crazy creative details. This pair of Air Jordan 4 "Dr Manhattan" is just launched soon by the
Air Jordan 4 "Military Blue" refitted, plus the Sekure D its classic graffiti, replaced by a fluorescent pink laces to Rye only Jon hero
with super powers atomic flag as decoration, the words "Who watches the Watchmen" printed on the shoe body to make it more fit,
"Rye" theme. Recently this pair of Air Jordan 4 Special Edition has Sekure D official website sale, which sells for $ 550 (about 3500
yuan), but is only 10 yards which launched a number of interested friends pay close attention to start it. 
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[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike announced that on October 24, has agreed to pay $ 225 million sale of its US
brand Umbro brand management company Iconix Brand Group Inc. It is understood that the sale price is lower than Nike's acquisition
of the brand in 2008 prices. 



It is understood that in May this year, Nike released a plan to sell the Umbro and Cole Haan brand aimed at the business focus to
focus on Nike, Jordan, Converse and Hurley brands. It is understood, Iconix including London Fog (London Fog) and Joe Boxer
apparel, including many well-known brands of the parent company. 
CEO of Parker 
Nike president, said: "stripped of any business is a difficult decision, but this operation will help us to be more focused on having a
high potential business growth opportunities." 
expects to sell Umbro transaction will be completed at the end of 2012. 
Statistics show that in Tuesday's trading, Nike shares closed at $ 92.82 per share, Iconix's shares closed at $ 18.45 per share.
Before Wednesday's trading, share prices of both companies did not show significant changes. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment] Although the US basketball star Derrick Rose because of injuries beset still
unable to officially back, but the attitude is positive and optimistic, he recently has been returned to the driving range and his
teammates were 5 on 5 practice. At the same time, his signature sneakers D Rose 3.5 Take the new color "Chi-Town" gesture to
show people. In SPRINTWEB technology to create a master tone upper with powder blue, laces and tongue and other details will
have to spend the Rose belongs to the team the Chicago Bulls Chicago Bulls red embellishment, showing he has an inseparable
relationship with the team again , while representing the D Rose roses sign on with Diablo-style presentation, exudes tough
atmosphere. Of course, the stability of the shoes equipped with a SPRINTFRAME midsole technology provides the same can not be
ignored. According to D Rose represents, "Chi-Town" designed and fans can just let yourself go by it on behalf of his beloved city, so
he was very fond of footwear color settings. This shoe is priced at $ 160, will be officially launched on February 28 this year, a public
D Rose supporters must not be missed.
[Chinese shoes Network - News] German brand Adidas Group on Monday (March 19, 2012) in Herzogenaurach announced $ 70
million (about 50 million euros) to buy the United States Adams Golf, enhanced golf sporting goods business fields, the two sides
have signed an agreement on this. Herbert Hainer, Adidas Group president, said the acquisition shows that the Group will continue to
grow the business in the field of golf. Adidas Group will expand the supply with the completion of the acquisition of the product.
Germany Adidas (Adidas) subsidiary company TaylorMade - adidas product offering focused on young golfer and low handicap
golfers, Adams Golf's product offering focused on aging and women's golfer. 
2011 annual sales of Adidas Group golf sporting goods business more than 1 billion euros, the market leader, the profit amounted to
13.3 billion euros, following Nike's second largest group in the industry of golf sporting goods manufacturers . Wherein the golf
sporting goods business is one of five sports business adidas Group. 
Adams Golf is located in Texas, its 2011 sales of $ 73 million. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional Footwear News)
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] NBA "Ho boy," Lin will be launched in July the Asian Bank, is expected on July 16
arrived in Taiwan to stay a week, sports brand adidas today said that it will Jeremy Lin Taiwan 2014 is to create an exclusive line of
shoes Crazy Street defined color. 
adidas said the trip was the first time in signing players Lin returned to Taiwan identity, in order to repay Lin's fans, will begin at 11:00
on July 5, Zhongxiao flagship store on sale at adidas adidas x Jeremy 2014 Taiwan-line limited edition set shoebox, containing
packages of goods, "Take on Summer Night @ adidas 101" activity two tickets. 
limited edition box available to consumers will be invited to become a "flagship store will meet" the VIP guests, can interact with
Jeremy Lin up close, photo. 
Lin is expected to arrive in Taiwan on July 16, "2014 Cathay dream boy Lin Hao basketball camp" will debut July 19 to 20 this year,
three-point shooter invite Novak (Steve Novak) as a training camp Visiting coach. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative
and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
Sports players adidas Original & times; KZK & times; CLOT pushes and joint shoes ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
2015-01-28 11:07:02 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: kidulty] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network on January 28 hearing, confessed this year's adidas Originals Superstar shoes 45th birthday, of course,
carry Edison brand CLOT headed to congratulate him. CNY released earlier in the Year of the Goat adidas Originals series, when
Edison he himself had hinted that this year there will be a very exciting one pair of co-operation models Superstar 80s series, news
certainly makes a lot of loyal fans excited. Recently, the details of the cooperation of shoes to emerge, participation by well-known
designers Kuraishi a tree, the familiar camouflage pattern among injection shoes, and presented with special fabrics; CLOT's Logo
on the tongue label indicates that the identity of the Superstar 80s shoes classic style interpretation of the head, presented a unique
anniversary gift for the family. (Media Partner: True Australian Kangaroo Leather ; m Nick Mount Hee shoes) 

Related news
fashion brand conducted jointly with the cartoon characters are not uncommon, such as vans and hello kitty, Bape and Piece, etc.
funny cartoon element design trends plus one vote spike size the influx of people. And recently Lifestyle brand BAIT and footwear
brand Creative Recreation and toy manufacturers MINDstyle launch joint shoes. ; 

The joint theme got a popular cartoon character SpongeBob SquarePants (Spongebob), Creative Recreation shoes are made of full
taste of classic shoes. And not much too look at the upper atmosphere cartoon feel, but turned over to be able to see the face as
cartoon characters designed sole, put together two shoes became a full face. If you think this is not too interesting, it is estimated that
shoebox design makes you clap, the series of shoes are all equipped with a special shoe, shoe is unique in that paper can become
even on the basis of the box, both After the demolition of the shoe can usually be reused without shoebox, also echoed the theme, it
can be said to serve two purposes. 
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